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If Christian foul mouths are cornered with their skills of deceiving, then they try resorting -- so
to speak – to their last “emergency brake”: Then they are used to purporting that their
“belief” allegedly was beyond reason and neither could be examined nor judged by it. The
method of our investigation is comprehensively pointed out in part e101. Particularly in
this chapter and all its parts, we do nothing else but getting involved in that, what the
Christian foul mouths’ want to fob off as their gimmicks on their victims of deceit and to
think them out.

Even in this manner we are going to realize that Jesus’ and the Christian foul mouths
sayings (“doctrines”) turn out the same what reason does: That pertaining to Jesus and
the Christian foul mouths it is about liars, deceivers, self-deceivers, felons, desperadoes and
the scum of the Earth. To this extent, there is no difference between "belief" and reason. On the
one hand there is only the revelation of liars, swindlers, self-swindlers and desperado-felons
and their attempt to escape from getting debunked, on the other. Especially the
supposed gimmicks of Christian Mafia (sect), for example, the Ten Commandments of
Moses, Jesus’ “sermon on the mountain” and the “Lord’s Prayer" provide the
corresponding evidence. This is precisely the evidence we are going to produce now, by means
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of Jesus’ and the Christian foul mouths’ hypes.

Mt 7:2 RSV
2 For with the judgment you pronounce you will be judged, and the measure you give will be the
measure you get

Now, it is high time that Jesus and his accomplices get the judgment by the measure of their own!

Judaism and Islam are already not that evil like Christianity because there are no prophets
lifting up themselves to “god”. That means, Christian sect puts a sham-god (Jesus) in place of
god and thus stealthily wants to get rid of god by their sham-god, in truth. This significant
fact already means that Judaism and Islam are religions but not Christian sect, because only
an atheist can lift up himself to a shamming “god” or only an atheist sect could lift a
fellow hoodlum (rightly condemned death penalty convict) of its own to sham “god”.
An individual or a sect that honestly believes in god would rather die of fear as to lift up
somebody to sham “god”.

God is only a word in Christian sect and if something else, then a spook to frighten others in
order to get them as slaves and/or robots subservient to the Christian frogs n’ rogues in frocks.
As we are going to demonstrate below, Jesus moronically alleges that god has resigned. He
alleges to be the only “god” in chief. However, if there is no god or if god has resigned or even
was killed (by Jesus Satan’s Christ and the Christian foul mouths) in the meantime, pertaining
to the result it is the same: There is no god ruling the universe (any longer).

Even, if there still would be any god, the Christian foul mouths fool themselves having put a
stop to his activities as Satan fancies to do so, according to the doctrines of their own as we
are going to produce evidence, now. Therefore unlike Judaism and Islam, if Christianity
is something “metaphysical”, then it is sheer Satanism and if still anything else then it is
sheer atheism. The only “god” in Christianity is nobody but the instigator of Christian
religious Mafia: Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ):
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Mt 11:27 RSV
27 All things have been delivered to me by my Father (god); and no one knows the Son (Jesus)
except the Father (god), and no one knows the Father except the Son and any one to whom the Son chooses
to reveal him
Joh 3: 35 RSV
35 the Father loves the Son, and has given all things into his hand.

Firstly, everything is allegedly handed over to Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) and secondly, without “god’s” (“the father’s”) consent Jesus can pass that
alleged authority to whom he likes to do it. The latter is the so-called “potestas ligandi et
solvendi”, that means passing the conceited power (of Yehoshua) to bind and to loose to those
who worship him as the “god” (see also: Mt 18:18), i.e. the Christian rogues in frocks. E.g. on
this conceited “authority” of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) the
Catholic pope bases his “power” as slaveholder, despot and tyrant to torment, torture and even
to murder other human beings in favor of the Christian deceit. However, that what is
very interesting in this context, is the fact that: According to Jesus own sayings, Satan
a) alleges keeping the same authority -- as Jesus claims -- namely, that god had had handed over
it to him,
b) having got it in the same manner as Jesus claims having received it,
c) he is allowed to pass the authority to which he likes to do so, without god’s consent. That
means that Satan evenly claim the potestas ligandi et solvendi (to bind and to lose) as
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) and the popes are doing.
Lu 4:6 RSV
6 and (Satan) said to him (Jesus), "To you I will give all this authority and their glory; for it
has been delivered to me, and I give it to which I will.

Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) gives himself the color of “god” as
Satan does. Here, we have the same what Jesus purports:
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Firstly: The authority is delivered to him.
Secondly: He can pass it on to whom he likes to do so without god’s consent.
Thirdly: Satan is making worshipers in the same way Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name:
Jesus "Christ" ) does, namely, by promising a potestas ligandi et solvendi, he allegedly is keeping.

Those are the similarities between Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) and Satan according
to Jesus own perception:
· Acting as sham “god” (purportedly having got passed the authority of god instead of god)
· to pass it on to whom he likes and
· making worshippers by “selling” the authority that originally belongs with god, in return for
being worshiped (as god).

These facts make Christian sect a kind of Satanism, according to Yehoshua’s perception’ of
Satan. While describing Satan Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) is depicting
the “mirror“ of his own. Uniformity of derivation, administration and passing
on "authority" (potestas ligandi et solvendi) to others provide evidence that Yehoshua-benPandera (Jesus "Christ" ) knew that he proper is Satan of his own perception. While
describing Satan, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) debunks himself. That the only
true revelation in the Christian chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels"). Both, Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) and Satan secretly believe successfully waging war on god
and having defeat him:

Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father is like a certain man who wanted to kill a powerful man.
In his own house he drew his sword and stuck it into the wall in order to find out whether his hand
could carry through. Then he slew the powerful man."[i]

The “powerful man” Jesus imagines to have killed is god and thus the truths, morals,
love, humanity etc. According to the Christian foul mouths’ doctrines, Satan is doing nothing
else. And like Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) is used to fostering Satan as
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his and his accomplices’ imagination, he also fosters the conceit having defeated god for ever:

„ Jesus said, "I shall destroy this house, and no one will be able to (re)build it..."[ii]

Nothing else but annulling god and all his works Satan fancies doing according to the
Christian foul mouths’ doctrines and this is indeed also the intent of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Jesus "Christ" ). Satan never could have said it better than Jesus "Christ" , if both are not
identical. If Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) is Satan of the perception of his own,
why Jesus is (only) Jesus and not Satan? Satan has a nickname: Jesus "Christ" ! Even the
following sayings Satan never could have expressed better:
Jesus said, "Men think, perhaps, that it is peace which I have come to cast upon the world. They do
not know that it is dissension which I have come to cast upon the earth: fire, sword, and war.
For there will be five in a house: three will be against two, and two against three, the father against the
son, and the son against the father."[iii]

According to Christian foul mouths’ imagination Satan is waging war on god and wants to
destroy humankind. And what is Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) doing?
The same:

Mt 10, 34 – 36 RSV 34 "Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth; I have not come to
bring peace, but a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-inlaw against her mother-in-law;
36 and a man's foes will be those of his own household.

Could Satan ever better declare war on god and the world? However Satan would proceed in
order to accomplish that program? At first, he would worm his way into his victims’
confidence that everything he wants to achieve allegedly is about “brotherly love”,
“truths”, “charities”, “commitment to martyrdom” and “self-sacrifice” etc. Because according
to the views of his own, Satan does suffer because of the malice of his but because of god’s
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“malice” and his “self-sacrifice” for others…
Therefore, Satan would work out some publicity campaign providing sham-evidence to his
colors. However, there is one matter Satan would never do but the Christian foul mouths
are convinced he would do whatever happens: I am Satan, the most deceiver, please quickly
join my sect… The Christian foul mouths conspicuously pretend being convinced that much
that Satan is used to doing so that they even murder and getting murdered for that view (of
Satan)… What else Satan ever would vomit out of his jaw?
´The answer: That he is associate of the god, the real god allegedly has retired and he is god in
chief – and everybody who wants to apply to the god only can apply through him etc… In
this manner, Satan would put himself in place of god and make all individuals submit to his
will, while the latter are fooling themselves serving the god…
That is what Satan would do according to Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian foul mouths’ doctrines, respectively according to
the consequences of their doctrines.
Now it is time, oh yes, even high time putting the questions: · And what is Jesus doing?
Answer: Precisely that what the devil of the perception of his (Jesus’) own is doing! · And what
are the Christian foul mouths used to doing? Precisely that what a sect of Satan -- according
the Christian foul mouths doctrines about Satan, respectively according to the consequences
of their doctrines -- would do!
E.g. in Europe Christian perfidious Catholics and infamous Protestants, especially in Germany
and Austria, hunt religious rivals and competitors among others by the allegation the rivals
would part and divorce families. However, this in truth only means that the rivals of
Christian felons’ and terrorists’ sects would accomplish a very program of Jesus "Christ" …
I see, sometimes Satan and his accomplices are used to despising themselves and that what they
are doing… And now, cross my heart: Aren’t they right doing so…? Jewish philosopher
Baruch Espinoza (1632 – 1677 C.E.), who wrote about those one cannot deceive in
his „Philosophical-Theological Tractate“, he and we belong to them. Espinoza innovated
the equation of “deus sive natura” that means: God or nature, both is the same. With this
equation we just can consent. However, it is to complete by another one, Espinoza by risk of his
life was unable to express: Iesus sive Satan, that means Jesus or Satan, both are the same.
With it, we have two equations:
1. Deus sive natura (God or nature) and
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2. Iesus sive Satan (Jesus or Satan).
Until today, Satan is very efficient by means of Christian sects, in particular, by his direct
proxies the Catholic popes, viz, objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy . Indeed, one has to
put the question if Satan or Jesus succeeded in destroying the “house” forever, as
announced. There will be a lot of work to do in order to restore Jesus and/or Satan’s
destruction. Both Jesus and Satan purport keeping the “potestas ligandi et solvendi” (“the
power to bind and to lose”) and being able to pass it bit by bit to each frog n’ rouge in frock
of theirs corresponding to their obedience:

Mt 18:18 RSV
18 Truly, I say to you, whatever you (Christian schmucks in frocks) bind on earth shall be bound
in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.

Jesus’ or Satan’s deceits work like a snowball system, as most deceits do. That depravity means
that each Christian frog or rouge in frock can make himself under slaves by passing
on brainwashing or programming on human robots (“believers”) that hereby become
subservient to him, at first. E.g., each little spiteful devil, Pardon, schmuck of priest in the
tiniest village is reputed as “reverend” and thus star, even disparaged by the superior
slaveholder of the Mafia’s hierarchy…

If that creeps n’ crook or fool full of spoof would be undisguised they usually would not succeed
in getting touched by women even not by means of pincers, now all of a sudden are
“reverend”, “holy father” etc. · Those are the reason for feeling called to do the job of a
Christian Mafioso.

· That is the “glory” of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) or Satan
making the last , very last ones to the “first ones” and the first to the “last ones”… Crime pays,
and Christian crimes, anyway! Each Christian slave can provide other slaves among Christian
foul mouths below himself. Those are the reasons for the slaughtering of Christian foul
mouths among one another, i.e. for the “love”, one can realize the Christian swineherds already
by far according to Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera, Satan’s catamite. Because the more powerful
Christian wants to impede the less powerful to do that what he is doing…
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E.g. a new sect may mean less power for the pope… And if it is about power, the popes are used
to thinking: to hell with everything else and demonstrably stops at nothing. That is why there
are so many Christian slaughters, Pardon, so much “brotherly love” among the Christian
devils… That is why the Christian foul mouths are used to “loving” like the devils, in
particular, when they start “loving” one another… That is the way how Jesus and Satan
imagine passing on their “potestas ligandi et solvendi” and the is the way how Christian
foul mouths are used to practicing it…

That dehumanization does exist neither in Judaism nor in Islam nor in other major
religions. Conspicuously, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" )
himself sometimes describes demeanor as Satan’s way of behavior… He cannot better debunk
his and his accomplices (Christian clergies’) features. Therefore, at first we want to summarize
that there is no god in Christian sect. The Christian foul mouths' superior hoodlum and
death penalty convict Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) is the faking or
“god”. The way Yehoshua fancies being “god” among Christian swineherds
conspicuously coincides with that one, how Satan dreams of being the “god”, in fact according
to Jesus own imaginations!

The power of Christian schmucks in frocks to act on behalf of Jesus (potestas ligandi et
solvendi) and thus becoming despots and/or slaveholders of their inferior believers even
coincides with that one how Satan gulls others into worshiping him as the “god” and
into becoming adherents. Those depravities – Yehoshua and the Christian foul
mouths inadvertently and indirectly described themselves as devilish – do exist neither in
Judaism nor in Islam nor in another major religion. Those are the most significant constituents
of Christian barbarianism and depravity and the reasons for Christian lying, deceiving, spite,
foul play, outrages and abominations.

Therefore, I warn of lumping Christendo(o)m with any other religion together. I do not
fight theism or atheism, I fight depravity, lies, deception, self-deception and all foul play,
outrages, genocide, atrocities etc. necessarily resulting from that. Whoever is committed to
human rights also has to fight depraved, deceitful, infamous, outrageous and
barbaric epitomization and objectification of perfidy (Christian sect), regardless if one believes
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in god, in any other religion or not. Fighting organized crimes like Christianity is a commitment
of all willing human beings.

Each religious person that · understands Satan as the reverse of its religion and/or stands for
a good (friendly) interpersonal relationships has to fight this sect or Mafia of
barbarianism: Christendo(o)m.

Each willing individual -- regardless of its belief or disbelieve -- has to take its place in a
line against that sect of Satan or quasi-Satan (Christendom). Severed from each other, we never
will release humankind from that pestilence of depravity, malice, perfidy, infamy, outrages
and barbarities. However, united we – and hereby the good -- will win! And more over, I warn
of imitating a mad German clumsy oaf of the 20th century: Waging war once and immediately
on the entire globe. There is much bad in the world but only one is the worst. That is the place
one has to start. If the worst is exterminated, then heaven still does not fall down to Earth,
however the most important step of improvement is accomplished.

Everybody that does not belong with the worst is obliged to eradicate the worst. Even if one
is unable to exterminate all illnesses and is unable to defeat dying, nevertheless nobody
reasonably can doubt about the benefits from medicine. Likewise, it is about fighting
Christian organized crime, its brainwashing, enslaving and robotizing of human beings. I do
not know any inner Christian competitor or non-Christian rival Christian murderers did not
try erasing. And that is why all people that do not belong with that Christian pestilence must
stand together! Those, who want to kill others have forfeited the right to exist of their own.

Here, one should not fall for the Christian foul mouths’ subterfuges. (Always, when the
Christian rightly feared that the measure of their murderous intolerance could be apply
to themselves they sneakily, craftily and slimily cried for “freedom of religion”, e.g. in
ancient Rome as long as they were impotent to erase their rivals with impunity – and if they
have the power to do so, then instantly the “divine inspirations” of the Christian swineherds
are used to changing… However, by far those are not the only components constituting
Christian depravity, Christian crimes and Christian barbarianism.
By sham-god Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) or Satan the Christian foul
mouths produce total godlessness, total unscrupulousness and total crimes. The first we
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have already pointed out.
Total unscrupulousness is achieved in Christian Mafia by claiming that Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) allegedly has atoned all the crimes (“sins”) of
each Christian by his just death penalty on Golgotha, ridiculously already before any crimes
or bestialities are perpetrated by the his Christian schmucks n’ thugs or frogs n’ rogues in
frocks. By Golgotha everything allegedly is atoned… More furtively Satan never could have
had contrived the “remission” of all his huge amounts of abominable “sins” (abominations), e.g.
of the 300 millions of corpses his infamous and barbaric Christian Mafia already has
“produced”, and that only until now! Even in this regard Jesus and his mirror image
(Satan) coincide, again!
In Christian Mafia “remission of sins” is an issue only of the Christian individual (“sinner”)
with Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) or with those to whom Satan, pardon, Jesus
"Christ" , has passed the pretended authority of his. However, in Christian toilet
(“church”) remission of sins in no case is reconciliation between the perpetrators and his
victims. This easy “remission of sins” is a very important condition to make the accomplices
get fierce an unscrupulous to commit all desired spite, crimes and bestiality whatever
abominable they are, so that the do not shirk from perpetrating them. Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) realizes that. He concocts his easy “forgiveness” by
the alleged “vicarious atonement”( i.e. by his or his stuntman’s legally and lawfully execution
by crucifixion at Golgotha) and more over by obstructing the victims’ say in pardoning.

In particular, by the latter (obstruction to bring about reconciliation between perpetrators
and victims), Christianity becomes the most depraved Mafia and the most abominable
organized crime of our Planet as it demonstrably turns out to be in the course of its
criminal history. Satan never could have had contrived different easy “remission of sins” as
felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) does, i.e. that he (Satan
or Jesus) instead of the victims “forgives” the sins…
Otherwise, both would not get his accomplices always being prepared for new crimes and
new outrages… If the perpetrator has not to look into his victims’ eyes and to ask them
for forgiveness, then spite, hatred, infamy, foul play, crimes, felonies, outrages, atrocities
very easily come into being. Thus, the Christian foul mouths become not only social misfits but
also barbarians. That the sense of Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s or the Christian “remission of sins”.

As the Planet’s best felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) knows that he first has
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to “free” his accomplices of all inhibitions of (a bad) conscience in order to get his
accomplices (adherents, Christian foul mouths) fierce to spite, foul play, crime, felony,
murder, atrocity, barbarity…

This is what he means, when misquoting the Jewish Bible that individuals need something more
in order to live but only bread. The Christian barbarians and felons he coaches, first of all
need some blandishments to get rid off the guilty conscience. In his character as felons’
coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) provides unscrupulousness of Christian
barbarians by way of: ·

Firstly, getting rid of god (by him as sham-god that conspicuously corresponds with his
own description of Satan!)!

·Secondly, getting rid of morals by concocted sham-morals, he designs and adjusts to his and
his accomplices’ (Christian foul mouths’) depravity, crimes, felonies, outrages, barbarities
and abomination. His sham-morals he concocts by semantic simulations (juggling with names).
By means of this, the meanings of the words are adjusted to the benefits of Christian foul
mouths’ perfidy, malice, lies, deceits and thus resulting crimes. Hereby, everything is called
by each reverse: the sick are called the “the healthy”, the lastthe “first ones”, social misfits
as “brotherly loving ones”, hatred “love”, revenge “justice”, exploitation “spiritual welfare”
etc. and mostly vice versa.

· Thirdly, by deadening inhibitions or pangs of conscience by those sham-morals and an
artificial sham-conscience.

· Fourthly, by an alleged “vicarious atonement”, i.e. that the “sins” of a Christian ridiculously
are already forgiven before they are perpetrated. This means “vicarious atonement”, even if
the Christian liars and deceivers are incapable or unwilling of thinking out the gabble
they produce.
· Fifthly, by obstructing reconciliation between perpetrator and his victims. Yehoshua-benPandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) and his fellow Christian objectifications (incarnations)
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of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) try fooling folks that they (those
Christian mischief-makers) instead of the victims have to condone the felons their
perpetrations they (Christian bastards n’ dastards) do no suffer as victims

Satan never could have concocted an easier “remission of sins” in order to program his robots
for malice and crimes as Yehoshua does, i.e. the planet’s most felons’ coach contrived. Those
very constituents of depravity, malice, barbarianism and coaching of felons one can find neither
in Judaism nor in Islam nor in any other major religion. Therefore one cannot lump them
together with Christian Mafia and evenly call them a felons’ coaching, as one can do pertaining
to Christendo(o)m. Muhammad rightly expresses disgust at the idea that slaughter and
bloodshed of a death penalty convict has something to do with remission of sins. [iv]

This is very typical how felons, cannibals, barbarians Satan, Jesus and the Christian foul
mouths fancying “remission of sins”. In order to camouflage his and the Christian foul
mouths’ depravity and/or that his “the sick” are social misfits, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) introduced the trick of semantic simulations (juggling
with names), i.e. disguising term each by its reverse and thus to make perfidy and crimes of
the Christian foul mouths unassailable. That is nothing extraordinary Yehoshua contrived.
Perhaps “Satan” once fabricated this trick, at first, provided that both (Satan and Yehoshua) are
not the same. This is very typical of desperadoes, this sort of felons: Never allow a leak that
truth emerges. German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 – 1900) similarly says “that the
truth shall never be allowed its rights on any point.” [v]

I see, Satan never could contrive it better: The truths are completely impeded to emerge
by Yehoshua’s and the Christian foul mouths’ sneaky as crafty claiming of everything in
advance that a honest one could object to his and his accomplices’ (Christian foul
mouths’) abominations.
· To godlessness one is used to opposing god. Sly, slick, slimy and sneaky Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and his accomplices (Christians) know that and
take actions against raising this objection in advance. They claim him (Yehoshua) to be
regarded and reputed as (acting) “god”. So, what do you want (honest man or woman)? Where
is any godlessness in Christian sect…?
· To lies one has to oppose the truths. That is why Christian objectifications (incarnations)
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of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) claim their lies to be reputed as
the “truths”, in advance. So, honest one, tell us where the are lies in Christian sect (of
insidiousness, perfidy and infamy) …? There are only “truths”…! We (Christian felons
and murderers) even do die for our “truths”. You (honest one) are lying…! Honest one,
the “mercy” of the stake and the “brotherly love” of the community of Satan’s trinity are
already waiting for you…

· To depravity one has to oppose morals. Christian felons’ coach Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and
his accomplices know that. They are very welled trained and thus prepared for this case by
their coach (Yehoshua). Without further ado, they claim his (Yehoshua’s) coaching of felons to
be the utmost “morals”… So, honest man or woman, now you get a punch into you
intestines, because you slander us (Christians) to be depraved, but you are depraved and we
are the “reverends”, “holy fathers” and “Saints of the Latter Days” etc. …
· Against spite, hatred and perfidy one has to place friendly interpersonal relationship or
sheer goodness of one’s heart (brotherly love). Felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Jesus "Christ" ) and Satan and all their accomplices know that. In advance, they take
actions against this objection, already before someone has raised it. Without further ado, they
claim their spite, malice, perfidy, vindictiveness, hatred and deceits to be “brotherly love”.
So, honest man or woman, how can you say that the trinity of Yehoshua, Satan and their
Christian foul mouths are that stealthily full of hatred and that they even stop at nothing…?

· To felons one has to oppose the victims (the martyrs). Felons’ coach Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and Satan and all their accomplices (Christians)
know that. In advance, they take actions against this objection, already before someone has
raised it. Without further ado, they claim the world most organized crime and most felons
and murderers (who murdered about 300 millions of human beings!) to be “martyrs”. So,
honest man or woman, where are the felons among Christian foul mouths? There are
only “martyrs” all over. And if you do not believe this the “mercy”, the stake will help you
to realize that Jesus (Satan’s) Christ, Satan and all their accomplices (Christians) are
only “martyrs”, always being persecuted and otherwise even unable to hurt a fly…
That is a very typical way how desperadoes, terrorists and other sorts of felons are used
to behaving: Claiming in advance that, what is to object to one’s depravities and
abominations. Their intent is – as already quoted German philosopher Nietzsche (1844 –1900)
said: “…that the truth shall never be allowed its rights on any point” in order “to avoid
knowing what is true.[vi] That is what this slick, furtive, sneaky and slimy felons coach
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Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) means when saying:

Mt 12:29 RSV
29 Or how can one enter a strong man’s house and plunder his goods, unless he first binds
the strong man? Then indeed he may plunder his house.

I see, felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) knows how to train all his felons how
to rob best…! The victims of Christian foul mouths are fettered in that way and in advance
that Yehoshua and the Christian foul mouths – that breed of depravity – are used to
“confiscating” that in advance what is objected to their hatred, malice, wickedness, lies,
deceits, faking, foul play, crimes, outrages and other abominations. So, in advance, Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian foul mouths steal the arms of
their victims, by which the latter could defend themselves or even fight and defeat the
Christian foul mouths. Satan never could have had contrive perfidy, infamy and depravity,
better. That is why the Christian foul mouths morally are below higher developed animals.
Mostly, one can more trust in one’s pets than in Christian.
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian foul mouths are
models of desperadoes and triumphing felons. Because of totally lying and deceiving in
any regard and at any price, Christian organized crime is that successful but never to compare
with other “monotheistic” religion, for instance, with Judaism or Islam. Christianity is
no monotheism, no religion. It is an organized crime for coaching felons and lifting up
as slaveholders above one’s fellow human beings. It is an organized crime and perhaps the
only one with special training for brutes. The latter makes this (organized) crime very successful.
· That is Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) coaching of felons!
· That is what constitutes Christian depravity, Christian infamy, Christian hypocrisy,
Christian barbarities, Christian heinousness and Christian abomination!

The Jewish prophets strive for rules of human’s social existence. For instance, the
Ten Commandments, serve for this purpose. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) and the Christian foul mouths are used to treading those Commandments
under foot while feigning to comply with them, to the utmost.
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There’s no more hypocrite,
Like Jesus "Christ" !
Satan’s catamite,
All the time!

Even Muhammad laudably is endeavored to produce rules that human beings can live
well together. The Jewish prophets and also Mohammed are more political experts
and practitioners than philosophers. That is not meant depreciatively. Unlike the Jewish
prophets and Muhammad, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ" ) is just a great felon that
already flawlessly was condemned maximum penalty when being alive. More over, YehoshuaBen-Pandera’s (Jesus Christ's") is a great coach of beasts n' priests and for bestiality, whose
really crimes are out of any proportion to that one that was already deemed to be worth
maximum penalty. Jesus just wants to be worshiped as the “god” and anything else does
not matter– as he precisely pictured Satan when allegedly encountering him in the desert.

Mr 16:16 RSV
16 He who believes and is baptized will be saved; but he who does not believe will be condemned.

That is what matters to Satan, pardon, Jesus "Christ" and nothing else: Knuckle under to him -as the Christian foul mouths of today prostrate before the pope -- and worship Satan, pardon,
Jesus "Christ" as one’s sham-“god”. Depravity is no problem because everything is already
atoned by the great deceit of Golgotha… And the victims have no say in pardoning but only
Satan, pardon, Jesus and his inferior slaveholders. To those, who worship Satan, pardon,
Jesus "Christ" as their “god” heaven is promised. Depravity is no problem because everything
is allegedly settled on Golgotha. And the victims’ have no say in pardoning, anyway! To
those, who reject that death penalty convict and the Planet’s most felon are psycho-terrorized
and terrorized by spooks of hell by those objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the
sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) . Satan never could have contrived and perpetrate that
better than Jesus "Christ" does.
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That means: Jesus is the best devil of the imagination of his own.
Inasmuch as Jesus says something about the social living together, at all, it is nothing but
madness, for example, prohibition of divorce or anti-sexualizing. Even his accomplices
(Christians) deem some advices to be that nut so that they audaciously disregard their
“god’s” commandments, e.g. that they shall not swear:
Mt 5:34 RSV
34 But I say to you, Do not swear at all…

I never saw a Christian abiding by that silly “advise” of his sham-god Jesus "Christ" . Oh
Yes, sometimes even a successful felons’ coach needs some corrections… However,
felons incontestably do easier when they avoid swearing. Thus, they cannot commit felonies
of perjury! In the end, still a small delicacy of the “wisdom” of Jesus "Christ" :

Mt 6: 25 - 31 RSV
25 "Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat or what you
shall drink, nor about your body, what you shall put on. Is not life more than food, and the body more
than clothing?
26 Look at the birds of the air: they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet
your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they?
27 And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit to his span of life?
28 And why are you anxious about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow;
they neither toil nor spin;
29 yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.
30 But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is alive and tomorrow is thrown into the
oven, will he not much more clothe you, O men of little faith?
31 Therefore do not be anxious, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ’What shall we drink?’ or ‘What
shall we wear?
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Those are the economics of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (fool name: Jesus "Christ" ) – the “god” of
the really “poor in spirit” (Mt 5:3)! I see, tell this to the millions or billions of starving ones
in Russia, in Africa or in other countries of so-called Third World…! I never knew that one
could abolish hunger of millions or even billions of individuals that easily… Try
establishing economics of a country according to that silly gabble of a gangster faking to be
an omniscient “god”…! You quickly will experience the “superb” “wisdom” of Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and the “exquisiteness” of Christian “lifestyle”…
I am convinced that even in a Christianly enslaved country the Christian foul mouths never
will perform their economics according to that gabble of their faking “god” or Satan they
worship as their god …

That blather only can produce a bum and a parasite eking out a wretched existence and who
is used to pilfer his living by continuously sponging those, who earn their living by hard
working. A bum is no good expert in economics as unmarried loudmouths are unsuitable
for morals of couples… However, the less those cerebellums know, the more gluttonous
and imperious are their claims and the more extravagant their fooleries. " Sola fides " (only faith)
– this solely means to the Christian foul mouths: Down on your knees and worship the
Christian topmost rogue, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) as
your sham-“god” and slaveholder. Oh yes, one real miracle Jesus undoubtedly worked: How
the techniques of lying, the techniques of deception of his and Satan, i.e. of both liars, deceivers
and hypocrites, coincide.
Summary:
While describing Satan, Jesus just reports the mirror of his own. Where he does not depict
Satan, his puked blather provides evidence that Satan could contrive and/or perpetrate
nothing worst than felons’ coach (“Jesus "Christ" ”) did. That all is proven by two millennia
of Christian sect’s history. The history of this sect is a chain of never ending spite, malice,
infamy, bloodshed, outrages and other barbarities, that is past comprehension! Who honestly
can doubt that Satan or his Anointed one (Greek: Christos) has become worshiped “god”
in Christian toilet (“church”, sect or Mafia).
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